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Technology will improve – I hope paper is out and people are in. Machines will relieve 

us of some detail work – but never replace us in our relationship to our clients. But 

willingness to change doesn't mean it is not important to hold onto our basic values and 

concepts -- that's the message we have tried to get across here this week. 

 

Don D. Rood Sr., State Farm employee 1955-1993  

1981 National Agency Convention Speech 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Need for Study 

The introductory quote speaks to the company’s social media mentality: While new 

technology must be adopted to maintain a competitive edge and satisfy customer needs, Rood 

said no technological advancement could replace its relationships with clients. More than almost 

any other industry insurance success relies on maintaining and creating trust with policyholders. 

In fact, the mission of State Farm is to help people manage the risks of everyday life, recover 

from the unexpected, and realize their dreams. And State Farm’s balancing act of maintaining 

core values while adapting to change underscores why the company insurers more homes and 

cars than any other insurer in the United States (State Farm Insurance, 2010). 

Still, this technological advancement might prove to be different from the rest. A purely 

sociological impact notwithstanding, the sheer velocity of adoption in social media technologies 

has been staggering. A technology adoption timeline, from KDPaine & Partners measurement 

firm, provides a timeline for context compared with other landmark technologies. 
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TABLE 1.1 

TECHNOLOGY AND NUMBER OF YEARS TO REACH 50 MILLION USERS 

Technology Years  

Radio 38 

Television 13 

Internet 4 

iPod 3 

Facebook 9 months (100 million) 

iPhone applications 9 months (1 billion) 

 

Further, the rate of adoption for a company with more than 67,000 employees is not as fast as 

smaller companies – smaller ships maneuver more readily. To understand exactly why, one must 

first appreciate the nuances of the insurance industry. One example: Each state has its own 

insurance department and commissioner. Therefore, each externally facing message undergoes 

scrutiny so it does not violate any state regulation. The result is a company within a category 

with an understandably low appetite for risk. 

In the insurance and financial services industry, risks abound. The Insurance Information 

Institute provides unbiased information about insurance and serves as a resource for insurance 

professionals and consumers. To shed light on one of the many complicated issues surrounding 

insurance, the researcher includes an example of insurance rate-setting procedure. The Institute 

explains this aspect of rate regulation, in brief:  

States monitor insurance company solvency. One important function related to     this is 

overseeing rate changes. Rate-making is the process of calculating a price to cover the 

future cost of insurance claims and expenses, including a margin for profit. To establish 

rates, insurers look at past trends and changes in the current environment that may affect 

potential losses in the future. Rates are not the same as premiums. A rate is the price of a 

given unit of insurance—$2.50 per $1,000 of earthquake coverage, for example. The 

premium represents the total costs of many units. If the price to rebuild a house is 

$150,000, the premium would be 150 x $2.50. Rates vary according to the likelihood and 

potential size of loss. Using the example of earthquake insurance, rates would be higher 
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near a fault line and for a brick house, which is more susceptible to damage, than a frame 

one (Insurance Information Institute, 2010).  

 

The aforementioned explanation of insurance rate determination, though brief, exemplifies the 

intricacies of the insurance business. The researcher is careful not to imply only State Farm faces 

these challenges. Social media enters as a confounding variable in this equation, demanding 

businesses – category notwithstanding – to participate. Indeed, most Fortune 500 companies with 

a social media presence are troubleshooting issues. The researcher contends, with the inherent 

nature of insurance, major brands in this category have a doubly challenging experience.  

And the same problem has triggered the largest brands in the world to converge and 

discuss how they work through social media boundaries at their respective companies. Quarterly, 

the Social Media Business Council meets at various locations in the United States to garner best 

practices from the heads of social media at the world's biggest brands, including but not limited 

to Coca-Cola, GE, and Procter & Gamble – and State Farm (Social Media Business Council). 

The story of State Farm’s foray into social media could be informed by the narrative of a 

historical event from nearly three centuries ago. On July 31, 1715, a Spanish treasure fleet was 

traveling from North America back to Spain. A hurricane struck the off the coast of present-day 

Florida, sinking the fleet’s eleven ships, along with all the riches they carried. The fleet was too 

encumbered with silver to maneuver away from the hurricane. In 2009, State Farm reported total 

assets of more than 100 billion dollars – more silver than any other personal lines insurer in the 

United States (State Farm Insurance, 2010).  

From studying the current landscape of companies’ social media efforts within insurance 

and financial services, the researcher contends that State Farm has not been too large to shift 

course away from the hurricane. The company presents rich media content daily through social 
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media platforms Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and YouTube. Virtually every campaign it executes 

contains a social media aspect – from its signature sponsorship of the State Farm Home Run 

Derby, to its ad hoc sponsorship of events like the World Cup, or creation of programs like 

Friday Night Feats, a video contest program based on user-generated media from across the 

United States and Canada. 

Still, even though social media overwhelms corporate landscapes domestically and 

internationally, academic studies of major brands’ use of social media are sparse. As with most 

innovations, social media best practice is written by practicing – trial and error. This study 

attempts to describe State Farm’s foray into the social media space, while providing context. A 

gap exists between what is considered best practice in social media, and what ―doing social 

media‖ actually means.  

State Farm launched its first social media platform in July of 2007, a YouTube page. 

What has the company done since then? The goal of this study is not to enlighten those who wish 

to discover best practice, but a practice – how the Fortune 34 insurance and financial services 

company has navigated the brackish waters of social media. The researcher will attempt to 

elucidate the Good Neighbor’s involvement in social media in the following case study. 



 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Social Media Explained 

 

Before embarking upon any scholarly venture, the researcher must first define the subject 

to be studied. The topic of study in this case, social media, has oft proven ambiguous to 

communications academicians and professionals, alike. In what is becoming one of the seminal 

resources in social media, thought leaders on the subject, agency heads Brian Solis and Deirdre 

Breakenridge (2009) define the term in their book, ―Putting the Public Back in Public Relations‖: 

Social Media is the democratization of content and the shift in the role people play in the 

process of reading and disseminating information (and thus creating and sharing content). 

Social Media represents a shift from a broadcast mechanism to a many-to-many model, 

rooted in a conversational format between authors and peers within their social channels. 

Social Media is, quite simply, anything that uses the Internet to facilitate conversations. 

People now have the opportunity to broadcast their thoughts, opinions, and expertise on a 

global scale. In many cases these voices are as influential as many of the most widely 

renowned journalists and industry experts (xvii).  

  

In that definition, Solis and Breakenridge referenced a shift in communication from a ―broadcast 

mechanism to a many-to-many model.‖ The definition harkens to the four models of public 

relations (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). The models, now famous for their effectiveness in identifying 

the evolution of business communication, begin with press agentry and public information. 

These rely on one-way communication and were once accepted business practice. The latter 

models, two way asymmetrical and symmetrical, focus on building dialogue and relationships 

with publics. From the aforementioned definition, social media functions this way.  

The ―many-to-many‖ a business could potentially reach using social media is the source 

of both its power and promise. Grunig and Hunt elucidate also the power of a dialogue-centered 

mode of communication. This allows publics and organizations to meet each other on equal 
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terms, and to rationally determine mutually beneficial outcomes (1984). The mutually beneficial 

outcomes for a company like State Farm would be acquiring a policyholder. That person would 

then fulfill his or her legal obligation to have proof of automobile insurance, for example. 

One of the many reasons social media is different from traditional media channels is the 

lack of control inherent in the medium. Thus, by definition, it renders one-way communication 

marketing and advertising models moot. ―Web 2.0‖ is an umbrella term that is used to refer to a 

new era of Web-enabled applications built around user-generated content, such as wikis, blogs, 

podcasts, and social networking sites (Pew Internet, 2009).  

Twenty-seven percent of all adults use an online social networking site like Facebook, 

Twitter or LinkedIn on a typical day. Pew Internet & American Life Project (2010) Who’s 

Online data chart provides more specific demographic information about those using the 

Internet. The youngest demographic surveyed, those between the ages of 18 to 29, reported 

highest Internet usage. Of all surveyed in this age group, 93 percent reported that they used the 

Internet – up 3 percent since 2008. In other age categories, 81 percent of those 30 to 49 reported 

using the Internet, 70 percent of those between the ages of 50 to 64 reported using the Internet, 

and 38 percent of those who were 65 years of age or older reported using the Internet. Of those 

people who make $75,000 or more, 94 percent are online, the same percentage for those with at 

least an undergraduate degree. For brands, not only does this support the idea of using social 

media to reach young adults, but also demonstrates that marketers have a better chance of filling 

the sales funnel with people who have higher, more expendable income (Pew Internet, 2010). 

Companies that wish to become successful in this space will realize they must steward 

active and respected communities through participation and communication, as well as ―let go‖ 

and share control of how communications are perceived (Solis and Breakenridge 38). Social 
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media works for companies who follow dialogue, learn from it, and shape the conversation 

landscape for their brands. And there are countless venues in which to participate. As stated in 

the introduction, this is where companies like State Farm have difficulty maneuvering. 

Social Media Types 

The first social networking site – as we know them today – launched in 1997. 

SixDegrees.com allowed users to create profiles and list their friends. By 1998, users could 

peruse lists of friends on the site. SixDegrees was the first to allow users to affiliate with groups, 

have a public profile and interact with friends online. Most users were not interested in meeting 

strangers, and early adopters complained about the lack of activity after accepting friend 

requests. Failing to become a sustainable business model, the service closed its doors in 2000 

(Boyd & Ellison, 2007).  

The dotcom boom of that time ushered in several startup technology companies. Many of 

them garnered attention from top-tier press outlets; all promised to be the next big thing. 

Consumers trusted the marketing and public relations behind messaging from these companies – 

so did journalists. When the dotcom bust occurred in 2001, communications and the Web lost 

credibility with corporations, journalists and consumers. Senior corporate and marketing 

executives actually made calls to temporarily shift spend away from the Internet (Solis and 

Breakenridge, 28-29). What emerged was a culture of distrust that engendered a democratic 

Internet. Users now received and re-posted information from other users. The progeny of the 

dotcom bust was the aforementioned Web 2.0.  

Hill and White (2000) conducted a study of public relations practitioners’ perceptions of 

the World Wide Web as a communications tool. Practitioners believe a Web site symbolizes an 

organization’s competitiveness, enhances an organization’s image, and increases the 
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practitioner’s personal sense of professionalism. Practitioners must juggle issues such as 

skepticism about the value of their site, inefficient evaluation methods, and site control (Ibid.). 

Arguably, the same sentiment surrounds social media tools today. 

From the introductory definition, social media encompasses, ―anything that uses the 

Internet to facilitate conversations.‖ However, the myriad options available to engage might 

seem daunting. Below is one of the more prominent visualizations of the current social media 

landscape. As with most phenomena surrounding social media and Web 2.0, specific platforms 

change daily. Brian Solis and Jeff Thomas conceptualized the tools in their Conversation Prism 

(2008). 
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FIG. 2.1  

SPECTRUM OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

Fig. 2.1 Spectrum of social media. Source: (Solis & Thomas, The Conversation Prism: The Art 

of Listening, Learning and Sharing) 

 

Solis, Beth Kanter, a leading nonprofit social media authority, and Richard Edward, a 

technology research who works with Solis, created table to represent all categories of social 

media on the Internet. Though the list is replete with beneficial social resources, the creators urge 

it will change in accordance with the overall social media landscape and public sentiment. Pages 

291-298 of Putting the Public Back in Public Relations display this matrix, in detail. The 

categories are as follows: comments; listening; monitoring and filtering; crowd-sourced content; 
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blog platforms; blog conversations; blog communities; micromedia; lifestreams; specific to 

Twitter; SMS/voice; social networks; niche networks; customer service networks; location; 

video; curation/aggregation; documents; events; music; wiki; livecasting video and audio; 

pictures; social bookmarks; and social productivity (2009). Though major brands tend to use 

only a few of the most popular platforms to engage publics. 

Brands on Social Media 

Social media provides a level playing field for both consumers and major brands, as well. 

From Solis and Breakenridge’s social media definition, the voices of those consumers who use 

social media could become just as influential as many of the most widely renowned journalists or 

industry experts (Ibid.) For this reason, brands are trying to reach out to publics through this 

channel. In May 2010 with the exception of a few manufacturing and financial services 

companies, the Fortune 50 companies are involved in social media. Moreover, the initial impetus 

for most brands to pursue social media remains one demographic: the Millennial Generation.  

A Bowling Green University doctoral candidate examined links between organization-

public relationships and Millennial students’ active social media behavior (Agozzino, 2010). The 

impetus for her study: The Millennial Generation, born between 1980 and 1991, are a major key 

public when constructing most current public relations campaigns(Solis & Breakenridge, 2009). 

Because of this, social media has emerged as a necessity for public relations practitioners to 

understand. Agozzino’s study looked at the convergence of the social media tools and the 

Millennial audience. She sampled students from two Midwestern universities to complete a 

survey on their relationship with the top 10 most social brands as named by Ad Age, as well as 

the engagement with social media tools in general and specifically with those brands. (Agozzino, 

2010).  
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Her study found that Millennials engage with social networking and e-mail more than 

other forms of communication. For all companies/brands except Dell and CNN, as participants’ 

general use of social media increased, their wanting to continue a relationship with the brand also 

increased. However, when Millennial students were exposed to a variety of social media tools by 

each brand, no significant correlations were found for wanting their relationship to continue with 

that particular brand.  

However, billing social media as the ―great equalizer‖ has not proven correct in the case 

of brands, as found in a 2009 study called ―Social Technology Strategies For ―Boring‖ 

Consumer Brands. Forrester Senior Vice President of Idea Development, Josh Bernoff, said 

firms do not have to be popular consumer brands (e.g. Dell, Coca-Cola, Nike) to create an 

effective social technology strategy. He encourages less-interesting brands to use ―borrowed 

relevance‖—creating applications surrounding customers' problems, and then leveraging that 

within social applications. 

Bernoff highlighted insurance, saying it is, ―… inarguably the dullest possible category‖ 

(Mitchell, 2009). Others – even within the category – agree that insurance is not the most 

exciting and engaging of consumer brands. John Swigart, chief marketing officer of E-surance, 

which invests heavily in social networking, summarized: "We sell the most boring product in the 

world."(Mitchell, 2009). This is perhaps why State Farm joined the Social Media Business 

Council.  

A March 2010 study of brands in social media found that Facebook fans and Twitter 

followers of a brand are more likely to not only recommend, but they are also more likely to buy 

from those brands than they were before becoming fans/followers. The research firm sampled 

more than 1,500 consumers by market. Sixty percent of Facebook users and 79 percent of 
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Twitter users are more likely to recommend those brands if they are fans or followers of them, 

respectively. Sixty-seven percent of Twitter followers and 51 percent of Facebook fans and are 

more likely to buy the brands they follow or are a fan of (Chadwick Martin Bailey, 2010).  

Facebook recently overtook the popular search engine Google as most visited website on 

the World Wide Web. More than 540 million Internet users worldwide visited Facebook in April 

2010, or approximately 35 percent of the entire population of Web users, according to Google 

data. Moreover, those users clicked on 570 billion Facebook pages in April, a number eight times 

larger than Facebook's nearest social networking competitor (Brodkin, 2010). Brands like State 

Farm are vying for a share of that audience with their own Facebook pages 

(facebook.com/statefarm).  

And, despite recent privacy issues, Facebook is so important to marketers at major 

corporations, a social media management firm, Vitrue, put a valuation on each person who 

becomes a fan of a page: approximately $3.60 (Warren, 2010). When scaled to pages with one 

million fans, that equates to $3.6 million annually. Vitrue manages more than 45 million fans for 

a variety of different companies. Vitrue obtained the sample from clients’ pages. 

The firm looked at its data to determine the how many impressions a wall post receives 

based on the number of fans a page earns. Findings determined that if a brand has one million 

fans, it gets an average of one million impressions per wall post. Based on knowledge of the 

platform, a two-post-per-day frequency was assigned. Vitrue then applied a $5 CPM (cost per 

thousand views) against that data. While the data scale downward for smaller organizations, 

those that displayed higher ratios were found to do a better job of using rich media, posting 

relevant content and actively engaging customers and fans (Ibid.). 
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―While social media is not the silver bullet that some pundits claim it to be, it is an 

extremely important and relatively low cost touch point that has a direct impact on sales and 

positive word of mouth,‖ said Josh Mendelssohn, a vice president at Chadwick Martin Bailey. 

―Companies not actively engaging are missing a huge opportunity and are saying something to 

consumers – intentionally or unintentionally- about how willing they are to engage on 

consumers’ terms‖ (Chadwick Martin Bailey, 2010). While academicians, professionals and 

thought leaders have defined social media extensively – some in diametrically opposed terms – 

the crux of all definitions rests in two-way symmetrical communication and Web 2.0.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

CASE BACKGROUND 

State Farm Not Connecting 

As cited in the previous chapter, insurance is a boring category. Even insurance company 

representatives will say so. Kelly Thul, director of enterprise information systems at State Farm, 

presented a case study at Blogwell, a regular meeting of the Social Media Business Council, in 

February 2010. He presented the insurer’s social media guidelines, as well as risks involved in 

the use of social media. His presentation began with, ―Bless you people. When the choice is, end 

of day, and you could go to a gaming presentation or talk to the insurance guy for a while – and 

you’re here? Thanks very much for that.‖ His audience comprised social media business leaders 

at large corporations. Outside of presentations of that kind, State Farm’s social media 

presentations are made to the Millennial Generation – alongside other major brands and 

entertainment channels.  

State Farm is not the only insurance company involved in social media. The top four 

home and auto insurance companies have some sort of social media presence. While, in market 

share, State Farm is number one; Allstate, number two; GEICO, number three; and Progressive, 

number four – the gap between State Farm and Allstate narrows quickly, as evidenced in figure 

3.1. 
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FIG. 3.1  

INSURANCE MARKET SHARE COMPARISONS 

 
Fig. 3.1. Automobile insurance premium market share comparisons 2005, 2009 among 

top four U.S. home and auto insurers (Daniels, 2010).  

 

Although State Farm has the largest share of market, the company does not have the 

largest share of voice. In the insurance category, brands can be bolstered heavily by 

PR/marketing/advertising; i.e. Progressive’s quirky commercial spokeswoman, Flo.  

According to the 2010 Brand Keys’ Customer Loyalty Index survey, Progressive took the 

second spot behind Allstate, up from the fifth position in 2009. According to the research 

company’s founder and president Robert Passikoff, the sudden rise is attributable to one thing: 

Flo.  

Progressive's jump on the Customer Loyalty Index comes at the expense of companies 

such as State Farm, GEICO and Nationwide, which each moved down one spot (to third, fourth 
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and fifth, respectively) Progressive slipped to fourth in market share in 2010, behind State Farm, 

Allstate and GEICO (Baar, 2010).  

To compound matters for State Farm, Allstate announced it had designs to dethrone State 

Farm and claim majority of the $235 billion market within ten years. In an April 30, 2010, 

memo, Allstate Senior Vice President Joseph Richardson told Allstate agents:  

We've declared our commitment to be the No. 1 provider of consumer protection in the 

U.S.! That's a powerful statement. It's a statement about being the best! Yes, the best. 

Doesn't it feel good to say? Just think about how great it will feel when we achieve it, and 

State Farm — and every other competitor — looks up to us!" (Ibid.). 

 

And while Allstate proves to be State Farm’s largest business competition, GEICO – rife with 

advertising cavemen, geckos, talking potholes and others – is rising quickly. This is most 

evidenced by the company’s 2 percent market-share increase since 2005 (Fig. 2). In blogs and 

studies about social media, State Farm receives little to no mention – not the case for GEICO. 

Bernoff, 2009, wrote about what several insurers are doing to gain and maintain policyholder 

consideration in the social media space.  

Beyond advertising gimmicks, GEICO also started social media platforms for motorcycle 

enthusiasts. MyGreatRides.com, in particular, allows motorcyclists to share photos, stories, posts 

and calendar events with like-minded people. Allstate’s AllStateGarage.com offers a more user-

friendly version of that concept. From posting rich media, to contacting agents about motorcycle 

insurance, the site taps into the need for customized content for motorcycle enthusiasts. State 

Farm currently has no niche platform to drive motorcyclists’ consideration. The company 

addressed motorcyclists via a Facebook post on May 11, 2010: ―May means motorcycles… let’s 

hit the road! In honor of Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month, here’s some resources from the 
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Motorcycle Safety Foundation to help protect you on that ride. Find out about rider courses in 

your area, safety tips and more...‖ (facebook.com/statefarm).  

After observing the rate of growth, GEICO seems to be the largest threat in the 

competitive landscape for State Farm. The former government insurance company owned by 

Warren Buffet’s conglomerate Berkshire Hathaway offers insurance lines exclusive to 

transportation in the property and casualty insurance category. Buffet’s mega-company is now 

number one on the list of Fortune’s world’s most admired companies in property and casualty 

insurance. State farm is number eight. The only other U.S.-based insurers in the top-eight are 

Travelers and Allstate at rankings four and five, respectively (Fortune, 2010).  

The research firm Hay Management Consultants conduct a parallel study to the Fortune 

Most Admired rankings to determine correlations between rankings and company goals. Their 

findings suggested that the World's Most Admired Companies are more than twice as likely as 

other large companies to set non-financial goals for their executives. These include building 

human capital (66 percent compared with 30 percent) contributing to corporate social 

responsibility (21 percent compared with 10 percent) and building customer loyalty (76 percent 

compared with 30 percent). (Management Services, 2000). From the introductory description, all 

of these goals could be bolstered with social media.  

But does that mean the insurer is not using social media effectively? Sarah Evans is a 

self-described ―social media freak,‖ who initiated and moderates #journchat, the weekly live chat 

between PR professionals, journalists and bloggers on Twitter. She is also considered a thought-

leader in public relations and new media. In a poll of her more-than-44,000 followers on Twitter, 

she asked the following: ―When brands promote they're on a social network what do you expect 

from them?‖ The categories included deals or special offers; connection on a more personal 
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level; customer service; news and information; links to their press releases; opportunity to 

connect on multiple platforms; inside look at the company/brand; response to my 

tweet/post/other; exclusive photos, video, etc.; and, I don't want to connect with brands on social 

media. Participants were allowed to click on multiple categories. Seventy percent voted that they 

expect news and information from brands they follow on Twitter (Evans, 2010).  

Though State Farm may not have a clearly defined personality in social media, Thul, in 

his Council presentation, said the company has been involved in the space for more than three 

years. The researcher will describe State Farm from a social media perspective, in order to fill 

the gap between effort and output in the company’s social media ventures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY SELECTION 

The Case Study 

A case study is a research methodology common in communication, public relations, and 

various other social sciences. It is based on an in-depth investigation of a group, single 

individual, or event – or, in this case, a major corporation – to explore causation in order to find 

underlying principles. 

Rather than using employing strict data analysis and other quantitative measures, a case 

study involves more of an in-depth, longitudinal examination of the company, thus building a 

case of investigation. As a result, the researcher may more fully understand the subject, 

holistically, and through a qualitative lens. In this case study, the researcher described a practice, 

rather than outlined a solution or solve a problem. 

In 1967, sociologists Glaser and Strauss championed case studies for social sciences 

when they presented their research method, Grounded Theory. Grounded, or applied, theories 

operate under no assumption or guidance of pre-determined theories, but seek to understand 

though observation (Straits & Singleton, 2004).  

For businesses like State Farm, cases studies are used to guide understanding and inform 

critical business decisions. Pedagogically, the top business schools in the world use case studies 

to equip future business leaders. The Harvard Business School first started the practice of using 

prominent business figures’ case studies in its regular coursework (Harvard Business 

Publishing).  

 The researcher used the case study methodology regarding State Farm in social media for 

several reasons. First, studies surrounding major corporations’ use of social media are sparse. 
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Perhaps the reason for this is lack of access to internal data; or, perhaps the bridge between 

professional and academic research is still too wide. 

 Further, too often in business, communication decisions are driven entirely by bottom-

line outcomes: ROI, increased market share, and the like. The case study methodology combines 

quantitative data with qualitative context to illustrate the exact landscape. In this case, the 

researcher showed State Farm’s use of social media compared with several quantitative 

measures, such as: ad spend vs. competitors, Fortune 50 Twitter followers and several other 

quantitative examples.  

 Most importantly though, a case study on State Farm’s presence in social media could be 

used as a pedagogical tool for both State Farm and other organizations trying to decide how to 

execute in social media. Through reading this case study, people will be empowered to make 

better-informed business and organizational decisions. 

 Also, the researcher is an employee of State Farm. The researcher monitors closely all 

social media happenings surrounding the company and knows exactly what State Farm is doing 

in the space. Still, the researcher used internal knowledge only as a guide to externally available 

resources, in an effort to conduct a clear, unbiased study of State Farm. 

Adopting Social Media 

Preceding an in-depth examination of how State Farm uses social media to communicate 

externally, it should be noted that the company is recognized consistently as a communication 

leader in other areas – both internally and externally. State Farm Red Magazine, one of the 

insurer’s internal communication vehicles, has been awarded a Bronze Anvil from the Public 

Relations Society of America. The Bronze Anvils recognize the “best of the best” in public 

relations and communications. Red was the winner in the category of magazines. The team that 
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produced it is recognized consistently among major companies of its expertise in employee 

communications (PRSA, 2010).  

On the external side, State Farm was awarded the Silver Anvil in 2008. The company’s 

campaign, 50 Million Pound Challenge, won the award. The campaign was an innovative effort 

in the African-American community to help people get fit, lose excess weight and stem the toll 

of weight-related diseases that threaten millions of Americans – which inherently includes many 

State Farm policyholders.  

State Farm's collaboration with Dr. Ian Smith started in April 2007 with a Challenge tour 

of major U.S. cities beginning in Washington, DC. Each event included nutrition and exercise 

tips, free health screenings, entertainment and presentations from celebrities, a community walk 

for healthy living, and nutrition and health professionals. The program included online resources 

at 50millionpounds.com, where total pounds lost are tallied, upcoming events are shared, and 

Challenge kits are made available with a menu and fitness advice, CD, brochure, and a 

pedometer to count steps (Participants have lost more than five million pounds, in total.  

The Silver Anvil, the highest honor accorded by the public relations profession in the 

United States is sponsored by the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) and recognizes 

outstanding achievement in strategic public relations planning and implementation. State Farm 

won in the Multicultural Public Relations – Business category (State Farm Insurance, 2008). 

"The Silver Anvils are the Oscars of the public relations profession and these finalists 

exemplify the best practices in the country," said Joice Truban Curry, 2008 PRSA Silver Anvil 

Committee chair and President/CEO, c3 Communications, Inc. The State Farm sponsorship of 

the 50 Million Pound Challenge ended in 2009 (Ibid.). With the company’s communications 
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credibility established, the researcher will now focus on what State Farm has done in social 

media to maintain excellence. 

State Farm’s famous slogan, Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm is There®, debuted in 

1971, in a jingle written by Barry Manilow. In 2009, the slogan was selected for addition to the 

Madison Avenue Advertising Walk of Fame. Today, if a person were to use the world’s most 

popular search engine, Google.com, to search the term, “Like a good neighbor,” the results are a 

mix of consumer complaints, State Farm marketing and iterations that fall under both categories.  

The years 2009 and 2010 have been tech-heavy for State Farm’s social media 

infrastructure. The company has introduced services making it possible to connect with 

policyholders more efficiently and transparently than in previous years. State Farm Pocket Agent 

launched as a free application for the iPhone and iPod Touch, as well as Android-based smart 

phones. This was, perhaps, a direct result of studies suggesting more and more people use mobile 

technology to supplement traditional websites, especially in social media. According to the Pew 

Research Center (2010), a large portion of the online population gravitates to mobile access and 

wireless to supplement their home high-speed wired connections. Therefore, the demand for 

being present in this space – both mobile and social – has increased. State Farm, along with other 

institutions, are issued greater incentives to optimize their customers’ online experiences. 

Further, more people have greater opportunity to share their advice and observations online – 

like which insurance company to choose (Horrigan, 2009).  

The Pocket Agent allows users to experience the functionality of statefarm.com on a 

mobile application. Agent allows State Farm policyholders to locate a Select Service® repair 

facility, find a State Farm agent, submit a claim or access their State Farm Bank and Mutual 

Fund balances. Users flocked in large numbers to our social media Internet sites. State Farm 
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CEO Ed Rust called attention to the company’s social media efforts in the enterprise-wide 2009 

Year-In-Review: “More people than ever saw what we were doing in their neighborhoods by 

visiting us on Facebook, Twitter and Flickr and our YouTube channel” (State Farm Insurance). 

State Farm initially became involved in social media through the 50 Million Pound 

Challenge, as that program was not aligned with the company’s core business. This provided 

State Farm with the opportunity to begin its foray into social media without facing the privacy, 

risk and management issues associated with the heavily regulated industry (Sernovitz, 2010).  

As pressures mounted and market share slipped, the 80-year-old company began taking a 

hard look at social media and what it could offer. The 50 Million Pound Challenge provided the 

pilot the insurer needed to maintain its risk aversion stance, while experimenting with the various 

social media nuances. The researcher has compiled a timeline of the company’s most prominent 

social media milestones.  
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TABLE 4.1 

NOTABLE SOCIAL MEDIA MILESTONES FOR STATE FARM 

 

In a July 2009 study of social media use by employees while at work, Nucleus Research 

found companies lose an average of 1.5 percent of total office productivity when employees have 

access to Facebook during business hours. Interviews Nucleus conducted with 237 randomly 

selected workers resulted in some potentially alarming findings to businesses.  Sfeventy-seven 

percent are on Facebook. Of those, nearly two-thirds access Facebook during working hours. 

who have access spend 15 minutes per day on the site, on average. Eighty-seven percent could 

not provide a business reason for using Facebook during work. Perhaps most telling of the 

current power of social media: One in every 33 workers built their entire Facebook presence 

while at work (Nucleus Research, 2009). 

The research firm also noted that several employees claimed to use Facebook as a proxy 

for e-mail. For more secure companies – like State Farm – this poses a risk because corporate IT 

Date Milestone 

July 2007 Launch of State Farm YouTube channel 

Sept. 

2008 

Launch of State Farm Twitter account 

Oct. 

2008 

Launch of Teen Driver Safety Facebook page 

May 

2009 

Launch of State Farm Facebook page 

June 

2009 

Launch of State Farm Careers Facebook page 

Sept. 

2009 

YouTube channel reaches 1 million views 

Nov. 

2009 

Release of social media guidelines for employees 

Feb. 

2009 

State Farm Facebook pages reaches 10,000 fans (now listed as “likes”) 

March 

2010 

Agents approved to create Facebook business pages AND OK Go! video 

launches on YouTube 
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cannot monitor Facebook activities as it can with in-server e-mail. One example Nucleus found 

involved a doctor who had added his patients as friends on Facebook. The firm advises this could 

lead to potential violations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), 

which places strict rules on electronically transmitting patient information(Nucleus Research, 

2009). 

Still, this lack of access to social media does not seem to translate into lower employee 

morale. To be sure, State Farm is recognized consistently as one of the nation’s top employers. 

In 2009, Equal Opportunity Magazine awarded the company a Reader’s Choice Award for being 

a top-50 place to work. For both 2009 and 2010, Fortune Magazine has recognized State Farm as 

one of the World’s Most Admired Companies in the property & casualty insurance industry 

(State Farm Insurance). 

State Farm holds privacy in the highest regard. To demonstrate, an article in the weekly 

independent insurance publication Thompson’s World Insurance News featured one example of 

the culture behind the safeguards State Farm has in place to protect policyholder privacy. After 

one of the company’s customers experienced an accident, State Farm hired a private investigator 

(PI) to determine whether or not the other party’s injury claim was legitimate. This is common 

practice among insurers. A third-party lodged a complaint and Canada's Office of the Privacy 

Commissioner (OPC) citing that the info should be disclosed. The PI and State Farm refused to 

turn over tapes captured during the process. The company’s response is an example of its 

dedication to policyholders’ privacy:  

State Farm is committed to protecting the privacy of its customers and those it does 

business with, and supports valid regulation intended to promote privacy interests. This 

litigation deals with the federal Privacy Commissioner's jurisdiction in regards to the 

disclosure of evidence in a provincial civil lawsuit where a plaintiff is suing one of our 

policyholders. We believe provincial civil courts have jurisdiction to deal with all aspects 
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of the case, including document disclosure and what is appropriate information collection 

by the parties. State Farm's primary focus is not on the broad question of federal 

jurisdiction over privacy law, but on its application to provincially regulated litigation. 

(Weatherbie, 2010)  

  

  As reiterated from the introduction, several corporate communicators and academics 

discuss social media by way of concepts and philosophy. However, few have discussed what it 

means to actually “do” social media. Logically, much of the information surrounding day-to-day 

practice is considered proprietary – as competition could possibly benefit from learning how 

State Farm is leveraging the social media base. Still, the researcher contends that social media, 

innately, is visible to all who have Internet access and are not blocked by a firewall – like most 

employees at State Farm.  

The insurer uses four primary modes of communication in social media – Facebook, 

YouTube, Twitter and Flickr – and all serve a unique purpose and audience. Though page-

specific information is inaccessible externally, a comparison at analytics site compete.com found 

all social media sites State Farm uses trump the traffic figures of statefarm.com. Facebook, the 

most popular social network, attracts more visitors than statefarm.com by a margin of more than 

70-to-1. The researcher will focus primarily on the insurer’s use of Facebook for this reason. The 

following chart provides a simplistic, yet compelling, overview to show why State Farm is 

involved in social media platforms. 
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FIG. 4.2 

WWW.STATEFARM.COM COMPARED WITH ITS OTHER PLATFORMS

Fig. 4.2. statefarm.com compared with its social media platforms (www.compete.com). 

Facebook, launched in February 2004, allows people to add friends and send them 

messages, upload rich content, and update their personal profiles to notify friends about 

themselves, among other uses. People using Facebook can browse categories organized by 

college, school, workplace or interest. The website's name stems from the U.S. university 

administration practice of providing new students with directories to allow them to get to know 

fellow students. The site also allows cross-integration with other websites, allowing Facebook 
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users login to various participating sites through Facebook. With more than 135 million unique 

visitors per month, it vies with Google as the most visited website on the Internet.  

State Farm started its official Facebook page in May 2009, but this was not the insurer’s 

first Facebook presence. The company’s program to educate teens about driving safely, aptly 

named Teen Driver Safety, started a page in October 2008. The presence is used to promote all 

things Teen Driver Safety, from re-posting stories about Graduated Drivers Licensing laws, to 

links to studies from State Farm’s research partner, the Children’s Hospital of Pennsylvania 

(State Farm Insurance). A post from February 25, 2010, reads: “Parents with new teen drivers 

will want to be sure to check out our brand new Steer Clear Mobile app, now available for 

iPhone and iPod touch. This great new tool not only helps teens become safer drivers, it also 

helps them qualify for up to a 15% discount on auto insurance!” As of June 2010, the page had 

approximately 1,700 fans (now listed as “likes”).  

Another of State Farm’s Facebook presences, titled State Farm Careers, features 

information about starting a career at State Farm. The crux of this page, from its information tab: 

“ONE COMPANY. LOTS OF CAREERS. We may be the No. 1 insurer of autos and homes in 

the U.S., but careers here go way beyond insurance. From research to telecommunications; from 

law to IT – you can stay put and still go places. Search jobs and apply at 

statefarm.com/careers”(State Farm Insurance). Posts on this page range from current job listings 

at State Farm, to people posting inquiries regarding how to get a job at the company. The page 

had more than 10,000 fans as of June 2010.  

The aforementioned Facebook pages garner the largest followings for State Farm besides 

it main page, facebook.com/statefarm. However, when conducting an initial search for State 

Farm in Facebook, several other pages appear, including: State Farm Home Run Trivia 
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Challenge, State Farm Bayou Classic, State Farm Research and Development Center, State Farm 

Territorial Cup Series, State Farm (as an interest), and several others. Another page, titled plainly 

“State Farm Insurance,” has more than 2,000 fans and says State Farm started in Denver, 

Colorado. All of these are examples of both brand diversification and splintering.  

The content State Farm uses to populate its main Facebook presence 

facebook.com/statefarm, spans from advertising promotions to information about loss mitigation 

for policyholders. More than any of its other social media presences, the company uses Facebook 

to cross-promote media from other social media platforms. For example, when State Farm 

invited Jim Cantore to test weather-simulation machines in its Building Technology Research 

Lab for a series of morning segments on The Weather Channel, the insurer linked to photos 

taken at the event on Flickr. From April 7, 2010: “If you missed the Weather Channel's Jim 

Cantore broadcasting live from our Building Technology Research Lab, check out the pictures 

on our Flickr page” (facebook.com/statefarm).  

Posts like this underscore a key function of social media, expanding the breadth and 

depth of awareness for public relations activities. In contrast, the post’s comments speak to one 

of the most pressing challenges State Farm and other brands face in social media: lack of control. 

This is one of the comments from the Tornado Week post in April:  

Why would you advertise tornado week when YOUR COMPANY SENT MY 

PARENTS WHO ARE IN THEIR 80s a letter in Feb. telling them you are canceling their 

policy because they live in a hurricane state?! And they have been with State Farm 

forever. Shame on you for doing this to people in their 80's!!!!!They have been faithful 

customers for more years than I can (facebook.com/statefarm) 

 

The post details a customer experience one person had and shared in the comments 

channel. The researcher found several instances in which a post had nothing to do with the 

subsequent comments. People commenting on State Farm Facebook posts are using the channel 
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mostly to vent about negative experiences. Further, and perhaps more surprising, State Farm did 

not address the negative post. That is, at least the State Farm page did not address it. Here is a 

comment immediately following the negative comment:  

Michelle, I'm truly sorry about your parents dilemma, but if you want to blame someone 

for your parents being canceled, I would start with the Florida governor... Kenny is right, 

there is a lot behind Florida and the insurance issue. Not just with State Farm, but the 

entire insurance industry in that state (facebook.com/statefarm). 

 

The comment author does not identify himself as a State Farm employee per se. Upon 

further investigation, his Facebook page lists his location as Bloomington, Ill., home to the State 

Farm Headquarters. Relying on the crowd to police negative comments seems to promote a 

direct violation of the company’s Code of Conduct. It reads in part: “Only respond to inquiries 

about State Farm if you have authority.  Media contact and public discussion about State Farm 

should be conducted through authorized spokespersons” (State Farm Insurance).  

To remedy issues like people trolling its social media properties, State Farm mitigates 

brand and reputational damage on Facebook and YouTube by establishing clear participation 

rules. In an attempt to maintain a level of understanding around privacy and, perhaps, some level 

of control in social media, State Farm sets clear rules for its platforms. A sidebar on the 

company’s Facebook page reads: “The State Farm Facebook page is a place where people can 

share, discuss and discover great information and ideas. We ask that participants adhere to the 

following guidelines: Protect your personal info; Be courteous; Stay on topic; Keep it safe.” 

State Farm goes even further, providing a disclaimer:  

Disclaimer: Comments made by the public are not always verified, and do not necessarily 

reflect the views, policies or practices of State Farm. By using this page you agree to the 

following: 1: You accept personal jurisdiction in the United States of America, State of 

Illinois of and your actions will be governed exclusively by the laws of the United States 

of America, State of Illinois. 2: You grant State Farm the permanent, irrevocable and 

fully transferrable right to reproduce your comments, images or other posted content for 
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business purposes. 3: You agree to hold State Farm harmless from claims against State 

Farm related to your postings or use of this Service. State Farm reserves the right to 

modify or change these guidelines without notice, and to delete any post or ban any user 

at any time and for any reason. (facebook.com/statefarm).  

 

By including terms of participation, State Farm hopes to create a user-friendly, and 

brand-friendly, venue for both policyholders and various other publics to discuss and comment 

on State Farm content. This, coupled with terms of service on all social networking sites the 

organization uses, helps mitigate the risk of the sites becoming a venue exclusively for 

complaints and ranting about negative experiences. A few examples of this are available in the 

discussion section.  

Social media, as well as gambling, pornography and other sites, are blocked for most 

local employees at State Farm. As of May 2010, only 4,500 of 68,000 employees had some kind 

of social media access because of their job description (Denham, 2010). About the same amount 

of agents had agent Facebook pages. State Farm has provided the naming convention “NAME – 

State Farm Agent.” The use of this naming convention is one of the requirements agents must 

satisfy to have a Facebook presence. Providing agents with uniform access to Facebook has 

positioned State Farm to take advantage of unique opportunities, ideas and reach available on the 

world’s most popular social network.  

“They’re not encouraged to sell product on Facebook,” said Matt Edwards, a social 

media team member who helped created the agent training program. “They are encouraged to be 

out there as a member of the Facebook community. It’s easier to connect with people, they can 

provide interesting insights if their policy holders are following them” (Calderon, 2010). 

On March 1, an internal online training program was made available to all agents to train 

them in ways to use Facebook to effectively bolster their State Farm businesses. Agents provide 
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localized State Farm content to their fans after completion of the training course, which opens up 

a content bank to agents (Ibid.).  

“It’s been very helpful for me. I use it with my existing clients as a way to broadcast 

need-to-know information specific to State Farm, as well as the industry,” said Chad Gregorini, 

an agent in Aspinwall, Penn. His agent page had 211 fans as of June 2010. His page was part of 

the initial State Farm pilot program. He has been using Facebook professionally since 2009 

(Ibid.). 

Though State Farm, like many other insurance companies, seems to have fallen to the 

laggard end of the diffusion of innovations continuum on many things regarding social media 

adoption, the company was first – in all categories – with a bold advertising act in April 2009. Us 

Weekly sold sponsorship of its then-new Facebook profile to State Farm. It was a first time for 

any brand to do that on the social network website, as well as a first for a company's fan page. 

The State Farm sponsorship on Us Weekly's Facebook page extended a campaign the company 

ran with the celebrity magazine. It was a controversial business decision at the time because 

Facebook received no revenue from the deal (Ives, 2009). 

Administrative controls ensure only the proper staff speak on behalf of the company for 

State Farm's official outreach efforts on Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. "We expect our 

employees to use all of our resources primarily for business usage," said Marcia Oyer, manager 

in State Farm's human resources business office (Ibid.). Kelly Thul, during his presentation to the 

Social Media Business Council, talked about how it's crucial for employees to understand the 

separation between professional and social lives on social networking sites.  

YouTube is a public video-sharing website people use to interact with video content, 

ranging from casual viewing to sharing videos in order to maintain relationships socially (Lange, 
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2007). YouTube was designed and then released in 2005 by three previous employees of the 

PayPal online payment service. YouTube operates on the principle of buzz; people upload and 

view content, sharing videos they find useful or interesting with their social media connections. 

The website itself started by this principle, with no traditional marketing dollars. Since Google 

purchased YouTube for $1.65 billion in October 2006, the video-sharing site has seen an 

exponential increase in unique visitors. This is due, in part, to Google incorporating YouTube 

results into searches and indexing videos in a way that optimizes them for Google searches. 

(Google buys YouTube for 1.65 billion, 2006). The site now averages more than 90 million 

unique visitors per month (compete.com, 2010). Brands, like State Farm, have since tried to 

capitalize on the site’s large user base.  

The State Farm YouTube channel began in July 2007, initially as a way to re-broadcast 

commercials to an online audience. In September 2009, the channel reached a milestone: one 

million upload views. While this seems to be quite an accomplishment for a channel, it is a 

meager amount of views when compared viral videos, or memes. For example, Greyson Chance, 

a 12 year-old singer, performed the Lady Gaga song “Paparazzi” at one of his sixth grade 

recitals. Since, the video became a viral sensation. He has appeared on major TV shows. As of 

June, 2010, the original video had garnered more than 25 million views on YouTube (greyson97, 

2010). 

Arguably the most successful social media venture for State Farm came in the form of a 

viral video in March 2010. The company leveraged it visibility from previous concert 

sponsorships to create a relationship with the band OK Go, an already viral sensation from a 

previous YouTube video release.  
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Guitarist Andy Ross sent lead vocalist, Damian Kulash, a video featuring a Rube 

Goldberg machine in August 2009. The machine works by creating a perpetual-motion chain 

reaction. After researching several of videos featuring the machines online, OK Go wanted to 

make one of their own for a music video. Kulash began searching for engineers.  

At the same time, State Farm was looking for artists to support, to further expand 

consideration among music avids. OK Go's record label, Capitol Records, knew the company 

from its concert sponsorships and connected the two parties.  

Kulash met with State Farm marketing representatives, apprehensive of the insurer 

wanting too many obvious brand placements in the video. The lead vocalist explained that the 

band's fans were as media-savvy as the band; a brand placement video would never become 

viral. To his surprise, State Farm granted complete creative license. Kulash said the brand 

placements were tasteful and State Farm representatives attended the shoot for twenty minutes. 

"The guys really had the idea for the video ahead of time, but they were partners in the 

truest sense of the word," said State Farm National Sponsorship Manager Todd Fischer. "They 

were leading the brainstorming themselves, in terms of how we could best integrate State 

Farm...Both of us really put our heads together as to what would be most credible and most 

natural" (Johnston, 2010).  

The result was the most visible social media content State Farm has been associated with, 

to date. In six days after its March 1 release, the video already had six million upload views. As 

of June 2010, the video had reached more than 13 million total views. For sense of scale, State 

Farm celebrated one million total upload views in September 2009...for its entire channel. 

Twitter is a micro-blogging service that enables its users to send and read messages 

known as tweets. Tweets are posts of up to 140 characters displayed on the author's profile page. 
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These posts appear on others’ pages if they subscribe to the person sending the posts. These 

people are called followers. Twitter users can send and receive tweets via the Twitter website, 

text messaging or smart phone applications. The site has become popular in part by its ability to 

democratize content, as described in the literature review (Sagolla, 2009). More than 21 million 

people visit the website each month. It has more than 100 million users, worldwide (Reuters, 

2010).  

State Farm began using Twitter in September 2008, under the handle @statefarmins. It 

was started following an advertisement gone awry. In the commercial, State Farm depicts bicycle 

riders as oddly dressed people who are embarrassed by biking to work. The commercial stated: 

"State Farm can get you back behind the wheel by saving you hundreds on car insurance. And 

you can pay your way with a plan that fits your budget. Call, click or visit and start saving your 

way. Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there." The end features a man wearing cycling shorts 

in an office setting, who is ridiculed by a coworker. Bicycle enthusiasts were irate over the 

subversive tone of the commercial. The blog post had 59 comments, with almost all echoing the 

post (Naparstek, 2008). 

State Farm listened and pulled the advertisement. Tim Van Hoof, director of marketing 

communications for State Farm, penned an e-mail to those who reached out to State Farm 

directly. It addressed the power of responding to customer feedback: “We value direct consumer 

input as we make decisions about our advertising messages and safety programs. As a mutual 

company with no stockholders, we work hard to be good stewards of our policyholders' money 

(Van Hoof, 2008). The researcher believes the company began its Twitter account to listen more 

directly to conversations to help mitigate another incident like the bicycle commercial. And 

several opportunities have come from the account since. 
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In January 2010, Charlene Li, co-author of “Groundswell,” a primer on social media’s 

impact on business, tweeted to her 29,500 followers, “Demo'ing power of social. Reply w/name 

of your car insurance carrier & on scale of 1 to10 if you would rec'd them (10=Yes!)” Li’s reach 

and use of a 1-to-10 scale produced 89 responses during the following several hours. 

Immediately after her question, recommendations for State Farm and Progressive spiked. 

Several insurers noticed and rebroadcast Li’s call to their followers, in this order: AAA, State 

Farm, AllState, AmFam, Progressive, USAA. After USAA tipped off their large, loyal fan base, 

their numbers shot up past State Farm and Progressive. The final tally (insurer, number of 

recommendations, average score): USAA, 21, 9.9; State Farm, 17, 8.8; Progressive, 11, 8.0; 

AllState, 10, 8.6; GEICO, 4, 8.5; Amica Mutual, 3, 10.0; AmFam, 3, 9.3. Seventeen other 

insurers were mentioned, including AAA, Liberty Mutual, and Nationwide, but no mention of 

Travelers, Esurance, or Farmers. One response read, “I don’t even know who my car insurance is 

with!” The results, though not empirical, underscore the power of Twitter as a communication 

and feedback channel.  

Compared with other Fortune 50 companies in social media, State Farm has a strong 

Twitter presence. While several other companies have more followers than the insurer, that while 

factoring in the aggregate of followers spread over more than one account. Of Fortune 50 

accounts with only one handle, State Farm is second only to the popular retailer Target (see 

appendix). In property and casualty insurance, State Farm ranked second only to USAA in April 

2010. @stateafarm accounted for 5,600; @usaa_news, 8,700 followers.  

More potently, State Farm uses Twitter as a customer service channel, addressing 

positive and negative comments, and providing messaging when situations arise. For example, in 

November 2009, a customer complained via Twitter that State Farm was sending him mail from 
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three separate agents. All three mailings were advertisements. On October 22, 2009, he posted 

the following tweet: “Got the same direct mail piece from 3 different State Farm Insurance 

agencies on the same day. #MailFAIL” (Baraga, 2009). On October 27, 2009, @statefarm 

replied: “@JBaraga, I fixed your mail issue, & it shouldn’t happen again. Have a great day!” 

(Ibid.). He subsequently replied, thanking State Farm for fixing the issue.  

Baraga, who also has a blog, wrote a blog post about the Twitter customer service State 

Farm provides and its implications for businesses. In the post, he wrote about social media and 

customer service while describing his point of view as a consumer. It read, in part:  

State Farm is a $61 Billion company, yet they had a one-on-one online conversation with 

me – a guy from Pittsburgh who commented about a simple direct mail flub – and in 

doing so, earned some kudos and generated positive buzz about their company.  By 

simply showing that they were paying attention to me, the marketplace, and the online 

conversations about their company, State Farm did a great deal to restore the image of 

their company in my mind.  They adopted an emerging technology, they used it to listen 

to the marketplace, and they responded (Baraga, 2009). 

 

By reaching out to customers via Twitter and providing immediate feedback, State Farm turned a 

negative customer experience into a positive one. While State Farm and other companies have 

been providing customer service for several years, Twitter provides a larger voice for positive – 

and negative – customer experiences. As for negative experiences, one could not write about 

State Farm on Twitter without referencing two of the company’s most salient opponents: Angela 

Russell and Larry Chiang.  

Spurred by a personal tragedy in February 2005, Angela Russell is the most visible social 

media opponent of State Farm. Her campaign, State Farm Sucks, features a website, several 

Twitter handles and various other social media platforms. In November 2009, Angela Russell 

increased her number of anti-State Farm accounts to thirty, started promoting an online petition, 

and accelerated the rate of automated, duplicate updates she sent to followers. Here is an average 
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tweet from Russell: “Please read how State Farm Ripped off a widow & 2 little girls after their 

house burned http://bit.ly/37GVU.” She uses bit.ly, a shortened URL service, to track how many 

people have clicked her Twitter links. This informs the frequency of her specific tweets and 

which messages to polish. 

Twitter suspended many of Angela's thirty State Farm-related Twitter accounts, and left 

her with three. She has since expanded that to seven: @statefarmsucks; @Cunning_Punt; 

@sf_s_twit_jail; @DUMP_STATEFARM; @Toast_n_Jammies; @PeterGargan; and, her most 

recent, @state_farm_pr. In June 2010, Russell had  23,967 total followers, up from 3,339 in 

December after her suspensions. 

These serial accounts alone are in violation of Twitter's prohibition against mass account 

creation. Other spam violations of hers include follower churn, multiple duplicate updates, and 

unsolicited @replies, all in an attempt to garner more followers. Russell created @sf_s_twit_jail 

the day after 27 of her accounts were suspended, to mock Twitter's action against her. 

Her latest, the aforementioned @state_farm_pr, violates Twitter's impersonation rule. 

While she attempts to cover herself with the parody exclusion (by including a disclaimer in her 

bio), Twitter's Parody Policy says her username and communications with users are too 

deceiving to be protected.  

This particular Twitter account came only a few days after the launch of a similar, ant-

corporation Twitter handle was started. @BPGlobalPR produces regular content from internal 

British Petroleum public relations staff meetings, as well as 140-character missives about the 

company’s involvement in the worst man-made disaster in U.S. history. One tweet from the web 

page reads: “In honor of World Ocean Day we held a company screening of "Deep Blue Sea" 

this afternoon. #bphalfday” (Stick, 2010). The Twitter presence rose to world-wide fame through 
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social and traditional media. When British Petroleum representatives were asked if they would 

like to take the site down, they responded in the negative – even though it violates Twitter’s 

terms of services. Perhaps @state_farm_pr followed the same reasoning. 

Russell’s tactics led to several re-tweets and petition signatures, because she started 

getting many more messages in front of many more eyes. Also, following Russell’s tactical 

adjustment, the researcher noticed a tripling of the number of “State Farm” mentions on Twitter, 

from all of her updates. At her most prolific spamming, Angela produced more than 40,000 

updates in 12 days. Several social media Web sites recommend public relations practitioners 

search their company’s brand, followed by “sucks” to find and address detractors. The term has 

proven effective for spreading Russell’s message. 

Larry Chiang is a Business Week blogger who mounted an offensive against State Farm 

over what he feels is an unfair settlement for repairs to his wrecked car. He recorded a video with 

both cars and explained what happened at the scene of the accident. He then posted messages 

about State Farm to Twitter, which were rebroadcast by his more than 3,500 followers. In Spring 

2010, Chiang hosted an anti-State Farm party at the social media/music conference SXSW.  

In Febuary 2010, a blogger took notice of Larry Chiang’s Twitter posts and began to 

write about it. The post featured State Farm and highlighted the company’s apparent lack of 

response to Chiang’s plight. In the post, titled, “Scared of Something?”, Amy Freeland said State 

Farm was making a grave error by not responding to Chiang’s persistent posts. “Something tells 

me this State Farm story is destined to end up a social media cautionary tale (Freeland, Scared of 

Something?, 2010).  

According to a subsequent post, State Farm’s Griffin Hammond – the person in charge of 

Twitter for the insurer – contacted Freeland via Twitter, saying he would like to explain State 
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Farm’s side of the story. She obliged. He said State Farm has been in touch with Larry over a 

variety of platforms and that Chiang’s personal State Farm agent is working with him to resolve 

the issue. He also explained how State Farm uses Twitter to resolve customer service issues, like 

Chiang’s.  

Because the social media team, though in the same department (public affairs), is not part 

of the customer service team, complaints that come through Twitter are then rerouted to someone 

with authority and credentials to help. Griffin is often the first point of contact because he is 

often the first person to see complaints through social media monitoring. To explain how State 

Farm builds a relationship with people like Chiang, Griffin provided Freeland with this message: 

Our goal is to be there for all our policyholders, customers, and claimants, wherever they 

want us to be, so I love that social media provides another communication opportunity. 

That being said, communication is communication, and the platform doesn’t change our 

relationship, our responsibilities, our desire to help, or our willingness (or theirs) to come 

to a mutually beneficial agreement (Freeland, Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm 

is...Everywhere, 2010).  

 

The researcher gathered all tweets shared between @statefarm and @larrychiang on Twitter 

from the time of Chiang’s initial claim in December 2009. Tweets supported by third parties as 

well as other social media posts regarding the situation are included. Direct mentions and other 

types of conversation are not included, as they are not public record (see Appendix B).  

A plethora of options exist for people to share photos via social media. The photo-sharing 

site Flickr, for example, allows users to upload photographs, view photos created by others, 

comment on those photos, etc. As is common to other social media sites, Flickr allows people to 

designate others as ``contacts'' and to track their activities in real time(Lerman & Jones, 2006). 

 Analysis of State Farm’s Flickr presence shows the insurer started using the site in July 

2009. The first set of photos posted were from the 2009 State Farm Home Run Derby. Other 
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photo sets include: screen captures of State Farm iPhone applications, State Farm’s sponsorship 

of College Game Day in Champaign, Ill, and the company’s sponsorship of the State Farm 

LPGA Classic, among others. The site is linked to frequently by the company’s Twitter and 

Facebook pages and is essential in its cross-promotional efforts (Flickr).  

Also, in an attempt to provide policyholders with accurate and timely insurance 

information, State Farm launched The Learning Center in January 2010. Registrants must be 

State Farm policyholders and provide all policy information in order to register. The Learning 

Center provides an online source of auto insurance information and information from State Farm 

as well as other industry experts. Social media capabilities on the site included a question and 

answer portion, but that functionality ceased in early 2010, shortly following the Learning Center 

launch. The site also features a cross-integration of Yahoo! Answers content. Users interact with 

content through social bookmarking/sharing, comments and article rating (State Farm Insurance).  

While this case study is not exhaustive, it is descriptive of State Farm’s major outputs in 

strategies in social media. The company uses social media channels for promotion, as well as 

monitoring and responding to negative sentiment. Though several other brands are involved in 

social media in a much more visible way, one must consider the type of product State Farm 

provides before declaring the company a failure in the space. In only a few years, the insurer has 

managed to develop a listening channel and responding process for social media complaints. 

Moreover, it’s mobilized the largest insurance agent base in the world – providing more than 

17,000 with the option and necessary information to pursue social media to help engage with 

policyholders. State Farm also had the understanding of social media to sponsor Ok Go in what 

became one of the most successful YouTube viral videos in the website’s history – perhaps 

unheard of for a corporate sponsorship. So the researcher contends that State Farm will not be 
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caught in the hurricane and lose its silver. In true social media form, boats of all sizes are coming 

to lighten State Farm’s bounty – brand advocates. And the State Farm fleet and helpful boats are 

well on their way to shore. 



 

 

CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

From all gathered research, analysis, interpretation and observation, State Farm appears 

to be executing social media effectively. The company began in social media only a few years 

ago. It faces heavy regulation and challenges in the social media space. But the Good Neighbor 

seems to be defying its traditional, closed reputation. That is, State Farm is currently doing what 

all other insurers – all other organizations – are currently doing: exploring the waters.  

The researcher contends that – at least for companies in State Farm’s category – share of 

voice on social media might not trump traditional advertising placements and promotion. After 

all, if the goal of social media entrance is to satiate market share by simply having a presence, 

then State Farm already has a developed strategy it could analogue for social media: sports 

sponsorships. 

The Good Neighbor insurer is consistently recognized as one of the top sports advertisers 

in the world. In a May 2010 issue of ―Sports Business Journal,‖ State Farm was featured as one 

of the top 25 brands in sports marketing. Competing with GEICO and Allstate among sports ad 

buyers in its category, the company has been innovative in its sports advertising to differentiate 

itself. For example, at more than 40 colleges around the country, State Farm used an opportunity 

in basketball marketing no other sponsor had previously examined.  

The space between the basketball hoop’s backboard and support beam bear the words 

―State Farm‖ and the company’s red-and-white State Farm Insurance logo. The result is a 

constant consideration piece fans see during every lay-up and exciting dunk. Moreover, State 

Farm could appear serendipitously in other media because of the strategic placement.  
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In the eighth inning of a Major League Baseball game between the Philadelphia Phillies 

and St. Louis Cardinals, a 17-year-old male jumped over a fence and ran through the baseball 

stadium, Citizens Bank Park. A Philadelphia police officer fired a Taser gun at the boy, causing 

the running boy to collapse, lifelessly. He was seized in left-center field, in front of a large State 

Farm wall panel advertisement. 

FIG. 5.1 

TEENAGER TASERED AT BASEBALL GAME 

 
Fig. 5.1  A 17-year-old Tasered after trespassing on baseball field. The photo appeared in 

most major news outlets that published the story. Source: 

http://nbcsports.msnbc.com/id/36929673/ 

 

The Associated Press photo of the 17-year-old became the choice graphic for print, web and 

television journalists alike. While stories may not have mentioned State Farm – though several 

people commented on posts to that effect – the brand was still there. This is just one example of 

unintended publicity surrounding advertising placements. 
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―Consumers consume media differently from three years ago,‖ said Mark Gibson, 

assistant vice president for advertising at State Farm in Bloomington, Ill. ―It’s not enough to just 

run a 30-second commercial in a program.‖ State Farm’s goal – similar to the OK Go placement 

–  is ―naturally, seamlessly integrating the brand into a venue in a way that doesn’t take away 

from the event,‖ Mr. Gibson said (Elliot, 2007).  

Indeed, for social media best practice to be employed, people share content like the boy 

running across the field and being halted by a rotund security guard. Normatively, in the newly 

emerging world of social media, this is a prime piece of social content. There are several reasons 

the 17-year-old boy gained social media attention. First, it is a case of wrongdoing by a publicly 

paid authority figure. Then, there is physical pain involved, a recurring theme in Internet memes. 

Finally, the story stirs people into public debate. Though no sane company would ever encourage 

this sort of thing – especially not an insurance company – it is stories like this that most often 

gain attention in social media. This is one of the reasons State Farm’s sponsorship of the OK Go 

video was so innovative. The insurer insisted the brand placements not make the video feel like a 

corporate sponsorship. 

Although exceptions exist, the available research suggests that most social networks 

primarily support pre‐existing social relationships. Facebook is used to maintain existing offline 

relationships or solidify offline connections, as opposed to meeting new people. These 

relationships may be weak ties, but typically there is some common offline element among 

individuals who friend each other. In State Farm’s case, this could be policyholders who have the 

same agent. The company is positioned uniquely with its agent model of business.  

More than 17,000 agents spread across United States and Canada provide an offline 

opportunity unmatched in State Farm’s category. This smacks of social media opportunity for the 
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nation’s largest insurer. Pew Research found that 91 percent of U.S. teens who use social 

networks do so to connect with their offline friends (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). To engage 

Millennials, State Farm must continue to enable its agents to own a share of those conversations. 

The line between online and offline continues to blur.  

According to Advertising Age, State Farm has the largest share of the automotive market 

in the United States by nearly 10 percent. Among the top four insurers, State Farm has the most 

favorable ad-spend-to-market-share ratio (Fig. 3). The most salient piece of the chart is spend vs. 

market share for the advertising giant, GEICO. Though it spends almost double what State Farm 

does on advertisements, the insurer still has approximately 10 percent less market share than 

State Farm. 
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FIG. 5.2 

MARKET SHARE VS. ADVERTISING SPEND 2007/2009 

Fig. 5.2 Market Share vs. Adverting Spend 2007/2009 among leading U.S. insurers (Mulliman, 

2010).  
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Because of social media’s inherent ubiquity and ambiguity, organizations –especially 

large ones like State Farm—have struggled to provide one clear voice among all channels. One 

reason might be the ―silo‖ of large corporations. Instead of traditional systems theory, which 

states that any set of interrelated parts can influence and control one another through 

communication and feedback loops, silos are completely disconnected within organizations 

(Baran & Davis, 2006). 

Each department sincerely – and convincingly – believes it owns social media. Certainly 

the scale and scope of social media could lend itself to a variety of departments. In an insurance 

and financial institution like State Farm, several departments could perceive issues in social 

media to directly affect them. State Farm spreads social media strategy, leadership and response 

duties among several departments, including: Public Affairs, Marketing, Enterprise Internet 

Solutions, Strategic Resources and Human Resources all have a seat at the social media table.  

Just as the researcher has studied public relations to learn about communication and 

noted the evolution from press agentry to two-way symmetrical communication, marketing has 

seen its own progression. Marketers have written scholarly articles about the shift from 

persuasion to two-way communication as their new paradigm (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998).  

In their aptly named article, A Communication-Based Marketing Model for Managing 

Relationships, the authors propose a communication-based model of ―relationship marketing‖ 

and discuss how communication is the foundation of the "new" customer-focused marketing 

efforts. In doing so, the two show the intersections between marketing and communication. 

Duncan and Moriarty believe marketing and communication overlap at three points-messages, 

stakeholders, and interactivity-they then develop a communication-based model of marketing. 

The scholarly work’s primary purpose is to teach marketers communication theory. The authors 
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demonstrate how interactive communication at three levels-marketing, marketing 

communication, and corporate –lead to building successful long-term relationships with 

stakeholders. 

Moreover, several studies have attempted to identify both the best department and 

structure for social media ownership within organizations. Of these structures, the one most 

traditional organizations employ is the multiple hub and spoke model. In this model, large 

companies that offer several products comprise departments that function almost autonomously. 

This organizational model requires constant communication from all teams to be coordinated 

which can result in excessive internal noise. Executives must buy in to all initiatives prior to 

launch, which can mitigate the chance of a well-developed project or idea being ―killed‖ in later 

stages of development. 

The advent of social media brought with it several semantic definitions. The descriptions 

of social media, as stated in the social media overview, are ―social‖ enough to allow anyone to 

participate. Though, this creates silos in businesses. And, the researcher contends, for older 

businesses like State Farm, this only compounds the confusion and layers of bureaucracy. In a 

blog post on Advertising Age, titled, ―Why Owns Social Media Anyway,‖ the author describes 

what the innovation has done to the current landscape within corporations:  

PR firms see social as an extension of their birthright in influencer marketing; ad 

agencies see it as a new frontier of high-impact ad impressions (for example, earned 

media); the growing crop of word-of-mouth agencies and buzz-monitoring firms see this 

as birthright (Blackshaw, 2010).  

 

What was once spent on major advertising campaigns has since been differed, in part, to social 

media. And this harkens to the researcher’s initial question: ―What do organizations that ―do 

social media‖ actually do? The probable answer lies in Blackshaw’s quote: outsourcing social 
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media projects to vendors who claim to be experts. But how effective can vendors be from the 

outside in a channel that demands more engagement and transparency than ever before?  

The result of the confusion is a missed opportunity for brands that hemorrhage capital in 

a desperate attempt to share voice with consumers who would rather watch a home video of 12-

year-old Greyson Chance playing a piano pop song at his sixth grade recital. State Farm and 

other Fortune 50 companies must decide: Are they willing to do what it takes to compete with 

that? 

Limitations 

 

 Through an independent analysis of external social media sites, an overview of the State 

Farm social media presence has been provided. The current issues and threats, both internal and 

external, that the company faces were highlighted in a narrative about the insurer’s struggles to 

explore Web 2.0 philosophy. Still, there were many limitations to this study.  

 First, the researcher is employed by State Farm in a capacity close to the research topic. 

While this is acceptable professionally, it is not academically. The study is rife with bias as a 

result. Such a positive perception about State Farm’s use of social media may not be concluded 

from an outsider’s study into the insurer’s efforts.  

 Next, though the researcher is a current employee, he did not use any internal data to 

mitigate risk incurred by his employer and himself. The results were dichotomous. Positively, the 

researcher protected the company from risk and provided analysis any student of State Farm’s 

social media efforts could find if searching diligently. Negatively, the researcher more likely had 

an unfair advantage from working with the company’s social media platforms and listening to 

people discuss the brand every day. The overly positive view of the company’s efforts likely 
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created an unintended bias in both position on the insurer’s strategies and approval of its 

intentions. 

 If conducted again, this case study would incorporate more qualitative, in-depth 

interviews of top management and executive-level personnel who work in social media and 

marketing for State Farm. This would help provide a more clear direction into what actual 

thinking goes into some of the decisions State Farm makes on a daily basis. Interviewing analyst-

level employees would help show how some of the negative comments get managed through 

first-line decisions. The researcher would interview Griffin Hammond, State Farm Twitter 

manager, about the Larry Chiang situation and how he convinced others at State Farm to let him 

speak candidly with the policyholder to handle the situation. A traditional content analysis of 

State Farm in social media would also provide a more grounded, quantitative look at the 

qualitative worlds of traditional and social media.  
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APPENDIX A 

FORTUNE 50 ON TWITTER RANKINGS BY FORTUNE POSITION 

Twitter Watch: Fortune 50’s Twitter Presence 

 Company 
Primary Corporate 
Account 

Total 
Number of 
Accounts 

Total 
Number of 
followers 

1 Walmart http://twitter.com/WalmartSpecials 6 14,875 

2 Exxon Mobil http://twitter.com/ExxonMobil 1 1,947 

3 Chevron http://twitter.com/chevron 1 2,793 

4 General Electric http://twitter.com/GEInnovate 6 6,783 

5 Bank of America http://twitter.com/bofa_help 2 7,024 

6 ConocoPhilips http://twitter.com/conocophillips 1 924 

7 AT&T http://twitter.com/attnews 2 28,612 

8 Ford Motor http://twitter.com/ford 2 35,958 

9 
J.P. Morgan Chase & 
Co 

n/a n/a n/a 

10 Hewlett-Packard http://twitter.com/hpnews 2 17,270 

11 Berkshire Hathaway http://twitter.com/brk_b 1 553 

12 Citigroup http://twitter.com/citi 5 4,912 

13 
Verizon 
Communications 

http://twitter.com/VERIZON 3 23,489 

14 McKesson http://twitter.com/McKesson_HIT 1 1,692 

15 General Motors http://twitter.com/Gmblogs 4 23,311 

16 
American 
International Group 

n/a n/a n/a 

17 Cardinal Health http://twitter.com/CardinalHealth 1 136 

18 CVS Caremark http://twitter.com/cvscaremark 3 4,715 

19 Wells Fargo http://twitter.com/WELLSFARGO 2 7,752 

20 IBM http://twitter.com/ibm_news 10 28,418 

21 UnitedHealth Group http://twitter.com/unitedhealthgrp 2 6,784 

22 Procter & Gamble http://twitter.com/PGNewsUS 7 4,205 

23 Kroger http://twitter.com/krogerdeals 2 3,953 

24 AmerisourceBergen n/a n/a n/a 

25 Costco Wholesale http://twitter.com/costco_online 4 10,496 

26 Valero Energy n/a n/a n/a 

27 
Archer Daniels 
Midland 

n/a n/a n/a 
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28 Boeing http://twitter.com/BoeingAirplanes 1 3,332 

29 Home Depot http://twitter.com/Thehomedepot 8 29,830 

30 Target http://twitter.com/target 1 18,031 

31 WellPoint http://twitter.com/Wellpointhealth 1 41 

32 Walgreen http://twitter.com/WALGREENS 2 7,685 

33 Johnson & Johnson http://twitter.com/JNJComm 2 7,278 

34 
State Farm 
Insurance Cos. 

http://twitter.com/statefarm?WT.svl=201 1 5,803 

35 
Medco Health 
Solutions 

http://twitter.com/medco 1 942 

36 Microsoft http://twitter.com/microsoft 2 406,169 

37 United Technologies n/a n/a n/a 

38 Dell http://twitter.com/delloutlet 20 1,566,472 

39 
Goldman Sachs 
Group 

n/a n/a n/a 

40 Pfizer http://twitter.com/pfizer 3 8,201 

41 Marathon Oil http://twitter.com/MARATHON_OIL__ 1 114 

42 Lowe's http://twitter.com/Lowes 2 7,634 

43 
United Parcel 
Service 

http://twitter.com/ups_news 7 9,557 

44 Lockheed Martin http://twitter.com/lockheedmartin 2 3,683 

45 Best Buy http://twitter.com/BESTBUY 2 49,035 

46 Dow Chemical http://twitter.com/DCECU 2 101 

47 Supervalu https://twitter.com/supervalufoods 1 239 

48 Sears Holdings http://twitter.com/SEARSdeals 2 11,792 

49 
International Assets 
Holding 

n/a n/a n/a 

50 Pepsico http://twitter.com/pepsi 2 32,849 
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APPENDIX B 

TWITTER HISTORY OF THE LARRY CHIANG RELATIONSHIP 

Days 

after 

accident 

Date Party Activity Notes 

2 12/8/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "Accident. 6DYJ272. 5J8TB18578A013249. 

Acura 2008 RDX. He tried to make a left from the 

far right lane. No insurance card. MiaoYun Zhao" 

  12/8/2010 larrychiang YouTube "Accident. Acura 2008 RDX (6DYJ272) made a 

left from the right hand lane" 

 12/8/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "@stateFarm can I get a callback @6502838008 

to confirm insurance- Accident video here: 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

3 12/9/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "Glad I'm w/ Liberty Mutual bc @stateFarm cant 

callback @6502838008- Accident video here: 

http://bit.ly/stateFarmDec7" 

 12/9/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "@mrLibertyMutual The rt link to the video 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7 Me & @LibertyMutual 

vs @stateFarm Call me @6502838008" 

 12/10/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "Social media #ff @StateFarm addressed a 

powderKeg of a situation and I am now a fan" 

5 12/11/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "BEWARE: Acura 2008 RDX owned by Miao 

Yun Zhao is NOT insured. PLATE #6DYJ272. 

VIN# 5J8TB18578A013249. #carfax #chp" 

6 12/12/2009 Larry Chiang Posterous "Miao Yun Zhao's uninsured 2008 Acura RDX" 

 12/14/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "Big brands like @statefarm are starting to lever 

Twitter" 

11 12/17/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "This is a case where social media works. 

Documenting an accident: 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

24 12/30/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "@statefarm: Pay for the damages to my mint 

condition BMW 735 that occurred Dec 7! Re: 

police #09120054 VIDEO: 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

 12/30/2009 freecreditreport Twitter "@statefarm: Pay for the damages to my BMW 

735 that occurred Dec 7 Re: police #09120054 

VIDEO: http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7 (via 

@LarryChiang)" 

 12/30/2009 ProsperAss Twitter "@statefarm: Pay for the damages to my BMW 

735 that occurred Dec 7 Re: police #09120054 

VIDEO: http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7 (via 

@LarryChiang)" 

 12/31/2009 LarryChiang Twitter "Hope @statefarm gets off their ass and does right 

by you on this. Pained to see damage to your car :( 

http://bit.ly/6pEls3 (via @CathyBrooks" 

29 4-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "Thx for RTs @arrington @scobleizer + 27 

others: @statefarm Pay 4 repair Re: CHP report 

#09120054 http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

30 5-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "Its 11:11 and I'm honed in on my goals. Hey 
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@statefarm apologize for ignoring me since Dec 7 

and I'll walk from the $35,000 BMW damage" 

  5-Jan StateFarm Twitter "@LarryChiang, Who's ignoring you? We've 

exchanged DMs, & I thought our claims folks 

have been in contact with you." 

31 6-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "State Farm, put it in writing Re: "ignoring you? 

We've exchanged DMs, & I thought our claims 

folks have been in contact with you" @StateFarm" 

 6-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "@LarryChiang, Who's ignoring you? We've 

exchanged DMs, & I thought our claims folks 

have been in contact with you. (via @StateFarm)" 

 6-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "Does it take 20+ days to send a claims adjuster 

@StateFarm?! Admit guilt & you can keep my 

$35k. You distract me from my 11:11 goal" 

 6-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "State Farm, put it in writing in an email kThxBye 

Re: claims folks @StateFarm MIA. Or apologize 

and take responsibility " 

38 13-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "On the 38th day, @statefarm gave me a lowball 

settlement offer (they have a max of 40 days 

legally)" 

45 20-Jan LarryChiang Twitter "Wanna collect on a debt using social media? 

Watch me chase down @statefarm 

#40+DaysStillUnsettled 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

47 22-Jan freecreditrepor Twitter "Start a social media war. Duck9 vs bad, mean, 

dumb monopoly http://bit.ly/8Q80zE (via 

@6502838008 @duck9)" 

  22-Jan Larry Chiang Posterous "Larry Chiang versus State Farm. Using social 

media to collect on a debt is 'What They Don't 

Teach in Business School'" 

58 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "I'm donating $55 if u blog about my effort to get 

@StateFarm to pay http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7 

#Illini #smwsf #OrangeKrush @clarefitz" 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Larry Chiang versus @StateFarm. Using social 

media to collect on a debt is "What They Don't 

Teach in B-School" #smwsf http://post.ly/K2H1" 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Retweet "ChamBana    And, @StateFarm is donating $1 to 

Orange Krush Foundation for every body who 

shows up for Gameday morning, so bring some 

friends. #gameday" 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Donating $2 per RT up to $31,000 to Haiti if u 

publicize my effort to collect on a claim #smwsf 

@statefarmsucks http://post.ly/K2H1" 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Selling @Statefarm CEO Edward Rust via cell: 

309-766-2311... while pressuring them to pay a 

claim #smwsf - http://post.ly/K2H1" 

  2-Feb Larry C. Yelp (negative review of Agent Jeri Fink) 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Jeri Fink - State Farm Insurance on #Yelp: On 

the 38th day, State Farm offered me a settlement 

that would not even c... http://bit.ly/ceaOed " 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "@espn I have a 9, $300 spa giftcards (to your 

Miami Superbowl hotel) if you guys show my 

@statefarm Illini Crush section Sat #smwsf 
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#escrow " 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Illini Crush: I will match $2.75 dollars for every 

1 that @statefarm donates to OCF this Sat if you 

publicize http://post.ly/K2H1 @espn" 

 2-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Omg, I mean Orange Crush (its been too long 

since I lived at Oglesby, 217 Green, Illini Tower 

#1512, KSig house)" 

59 3-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Game ON! @stateFarm fires back 

http://www.yelp.com/biz/duck9-com-palo-

alto#hrid:I1eUbZ0qMWgNek9WlRI7fg" 

  3-Feb Amy Freeland Blog "Scared of Something?" 

 3-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "In social media war, you don't fight their entire 

company... you fight their weakest link" 

 3-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#SurrenderBeforeMyNukes @stateFarm 

apologize to me (and Buster http://bit.ly/buster10) 

And donate $27k to Haiti Deadline: FRI 8am ET " 

 3-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Jr claims officer from @statefarm called from 

408-503-4553 7:25PM CT. Wanted to confirm 

address (two months after claim filed)" 

60 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Using social media to complain correctly 

http://post.ly/K2H1" 

 4-Feb freecreditrepor Twitter "Larry Chiang vs @StateFarm Using #smwsf to 

collect on a debt is "What They Dont Teach in 

BSchool" http://post.ly/K2H1 /v @LarryChiang 

@duck9" 

 4-Feb ProsperAss Twitter "Larry Chiang vs @StateFarm Using #smwsf to 

collect on a debt is "What They Dont Teach in 

BSchool" http://post.ly/K2H1 /v @LarryChiang 

@duck9" 

  4-Feb StateFarm Twitter "@LarryChiang, Sorry this isn‟t resolved for you. 

Like in Dec & now, we want to help. Have you 

connected w/ Claims about $? We can assist." 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "almost two months and all I got was a lowball 

offer from @statefarm Apologize and donate to 

haiti or my mini social media war cont" 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Retweet "StateFarm    @LarryChiang, Sorry this isn‟t 

resolved for you. Like in Dec & now, we want to 

help. Have you connected w/ Claims about $? We 

can assist." 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#Revenge. Phone calls from 866-521-1975 

@2:11pm CT wnt work @statefarm Public 

apology + donation 2 Haiti will 

http://bit.ly/bases16" 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Consumers! Phone calls don't protect you, but 

complaining in writing does (FCRA fcba are 

antiquated laws) Comp Complaints.com = :-)" 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#TooLate Phone call from 1-408-253-1418 

@2:16pm CT Again, @statefarm, me and Buster 

need apology + donation http://post.ly/K2H1" 

 4-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#TooLate Another phone call @2:59pm CT from 

@statefarm, have your ceo, Ed Rust, text me 

before he calls me http://post.ly/K2H1" 

61 5-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Yay it's 5:05am Big SXSW party Drinks on 
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@statefarm http://bit.ly/buster10 to RSVP, RT this 

link /via @LarryChiang" 

 5-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Just like life, if @statefarm does not pay for 

drinks @sxsw @sxswParties, I, @larrychiang, am 

paying http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 5-Feb freecreditrepor Twitter "@LarryChiang versus @StateFarm. "What They 

Don't Teach in Business School" 

http://post.ly/K2H1 /via @asse9" 

  5-Feb Kristie Wells Twitter "The whole @LarryChiang vs @StateFarm 

spamathon in the #smwsf stream has become 

annoying. Do. Not. Want." 

  5-Feb larrychiang YouTube "Social Media War: How Larry Chiang uses 

Twitter to collect on a claim against State Farm" 

 5-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#hilarryass Re:heard @StateFarm was buying 

shots for us tonight at #smwsf http://su.pr/1y7pyH 

/via @chrisheuer" 

62 6-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Can't wait for the MSU vs Illinios basketball 

game on @espn that @statefarm is sponsoring!!! 

Tune in and watch." 

 6-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "MSU vs Illinios college basketball game on 

@espn SPONSORED by @statefarm. 9PM ET, 

6PM CA time. Guess what'll happen 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 6-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "On Feb 5, I got a fedEx from @statefarm offering 

a couple hundred bucks more. The accident 

happened 12-7 http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7." 

 6-Feb ProsperAss Twitter "Buster vs @statefarm - A Social Media War 

Party 5:30pm Mar 14, 2010 - 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 6-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#Revenge #booya! @statefarm @espn MSU-ILL 

game at the 11:11 mark - http://bit.ly/buster10 

#marchMad" 

 6-Feb LarryChiang Retweet "StateFarm    Congrats to the #Illini! Great energy 

from the Orange Krush tonight!" 

64 8-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Please mail goodwill gesture of $450 for 64 days 

of storage in a Palo Alto facitlity by Fri 

@statefarm http://bit.ly/buster10" 

65 9-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#PlayingDumbWontWork @stateFarm didnt 

apologize to me &Buster, so we're hosting a 

@SXSWparties http://bit.ly/buster10 RT +follow 

to RSVP" 

 9-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Hola @StateFarm execs and legal team. You're 

invited to a big party I'm producing in Austin. 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

66 10-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "FedEx goodwill gesture $450 / 66 days storage 

@PaloAltoBimmer @statefarm - Free drinks on 

y'all @sxswParties - http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 10-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#hiLarryAss Anyone from @StateFarm here at 

#OCUE10 - Your case study: Social Media War: 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

  16-Feb Amy Freeland Blog "Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm is … 

Everywhere" 

73 17-Feb Larry Chiang Posterous "How to Collect on a Claim, Even After a Low-
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Ball Offer" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "How to Collect on a Claim, Even After a Low-

Ball Offer http://post.ly/OHAP" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#hiLarryAss @kurtvan @ttaxChristine State 

Farm = "social media war #blogwell cc: 

@traceybn @howardgr http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Low-Ball Offer Countermeasures - #hiLarryAss 

http://post.ly/OHAP" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Cuz its #awesome Re: My little ol' blog is getting 

some attention! http://bit.ly/bOtS8Y 

@LarryChiang @statefarm #nyusm1 /via 

@aefreeland" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "No no Howard @howardGr - The longer the war, 

the better the PR" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "hey #nyusm1, host me vs @statefarm as guest 

speakers #SocialMediaWar/cc @LeoneKraus 

@laurelhar @asfreeland @eileenreen @giteshg 

@joshGirth" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "The phone lines are always open for you 

bloggers. me = @6502838008 cc @aefreeland" 

 17-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "I feel like I am the Yankees playing vs Naperville 

little league where @statefarm is just outmatched 

Re: Social Media War" 

  17-Feb jpuopolo Twitter "@LarryChiang have you gotten the Kevin Smith 

v. Southwest Air apology yet from @statefarm ?!" 

74 18-Feb LarryChiang Retweet "StateFarm    You like us! You really like us! 

Among property & casualty insurers, customers 

are most satisfied w/ State Farm! 

www.tr.im/OL6V" 

75 19-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Hi Amy. Hi John http://bit.ly/buster10 - 

http://post.ly/K2H1 @aefreeland insurance story + 

social media war @johnjready" 

 19-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "hi @statefarm" 

78 22-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "HOW TO: Deal With Negative Feedback in 

Social Media http://bit.ly/bbUwxp /via 

@Mashable cc @stateFarm" 

 22-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#hiLarryAss College ad campaign competition 

(AAF) insight into @statefarm + a @sxswparties 

http://bit.ly/buster10 cc @Rachel7TarmV1" 

 22-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "AAF college ad competition has @statefarm as 

focus. Social media marketing component? - 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

84 28-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "#no But there's a BIG party @sxsw -

http://bit.ly/buster10 Re: ever get squared up with 

@StateFarm? /via @digijeff" 

 28-Feb LarryChiang Twitter "Me vs @StateFarm. "What They Don't Teach in 

Business School" http://post.ly/K2H1 /thx 

@STATEFARMSUCKS" 

85 1-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "It's Sunday - hey @statefarm if you say sorry I'll 

forgive & stop kicking you in the shins using 

social media (to collect a debt)" 

86 2-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Yesterday @statefarm talked to me about storage 

fees but never addressed repairing my car 
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#SocialMediaWar - http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 2-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "just repair my car" 

90 6-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "On Wed @statefarm called to talk about storage 

fees. Zero (0) mention of repairing damage 

#SocialMediaWar = http://bit.ly/buster10" 

92 8-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "State Farm drags out paying, then tries to do 

damage control with warm, fuzzy commercials & 

forgets about social media /thx 

@STATEFARMSUCKS" 

93 9-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Actually happy @statefarm hasnt repaired my car 

so I can pursue #awesome #SocialMediaWar = 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

94 10-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "#dumb @statefarm threatened countersuit even 

though police report cited clear fault 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

95 11-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Hey @statefarm if you say sorry I'll forgive you 

Re: using social media (to collect a debt) 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 11-Mar LarryChiang Retweet "Ramon_DeLeon    Wanna guestlist to the (Open 

Bar) Social Media War Party Mar 14 

@sxswParties RVSP w/a RT http://bit.ly/buster10 

via @larrychiang @statefarm" 

 11-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "I can't DM a lot #SocialMediaWar people bc they 

don't follow me http://bit.ly/info/buster10 cc: 

@sxswparties" 

 11-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Social Media War - http://bit.ly/buster10 

#sbs2010" 

98 14-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Hey @statefarm's gttng u food @ Social Media 

War Party TODAY @sxswparties - #sxsw 

http://bit.ly/buster10+ /come @sawickipedia" 

99 15-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Larry Chiang versus State Farm. "What They 

Don't Teach in Business School" 

http://post.ly/K2H1 /via @STATEFARMSUCKS" 

 15-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Hey @statefarm's gttng u food at the Social 

Media War Party @sxswparties - #sxsw 

http://bit.ly/buster10" 

101 17-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "10 days ago @statefarm called to talk about 

storage fees. (0) mention of repair 

#SocialMediaWar = http://bit.ly/buster10 /" 

102 18-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "State Farm #socialMediaWar update; 1 huge 

sxsw party, 900 page views @ 

http://bit.ly/buster10+ Help me get to 2k page 

views by RT-ing!" 

105 21-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Hey @StateFarm check the #afterparties I'm 

waging #SocialMediaWar during NAAAP and 

AAF :-)" 

106 22-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "State Farm #socialMediaWar update; 1 huge 

sxsw party, 900 page views @ 

http://bit.ly/buster10+ Help me get to 10k page 

views by RT-ing!" 

112 28-Mar LarryChiang Twitter "Awesome that State Farm is still meeting about 

meetings #SocialMediaWar" 

116 1-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "#April fools @StateFarm transitioning to a 
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GEICO office. http://bit.ly/97gWmT /via 

@variantstudios #funnyCuzItsTrue" 

117 2-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "This is #awesome. Hey @StateFarm 

#socialMediaWar meet Harvard Business School 

case study :) @halletecco http://bit.ly/buster10" 

 2-Apr halletecco Twitter "@LarryChiang what on earth are you talking 

about?" 

122 7-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "NAAAP and AAF conferences on my 

@statefarm radar #RepairMyCar 

http://bit.ly/buster10 #kill4birdsW1Stone 

http://bit.ly/bases16" 

126 11-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "I'm confused: why #NSAC + #AAF's 

@centurycouncil & @StateFarm are sponsors vs 

clients @nathaliecon" 

135 20-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "You tweet the same 1 or 2 things about State 

Farm - I'm sure @STATEFARMSUCKS more 

than 2 or 3 ways... Uncover those." 

137 22-Apr LarryChiang Twitter "Visiting my BMW @Palo Alto Bimmer. Damage 

from accident Dec 7 and @stateFarm has paid $0 

http://bit.ly/statefarmDec7" 

142 27-Apr duck9 Twitter "RT Larry Chiang vs @StateFarm Using #smwsf 

to collect a debt "What They Don't Teach in B-

School" http://post.ly/K2H1 /via @chrisheuer" 

152 7-May LarryChiang Twitter "I drive even more defensively now bc even if I'm 

not at fault, I could lose $$ if an @statefarm car 

crashes into me #parkSafely" 
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APPENDIX C 

ANALYSIS: PROS AND CONS OF EACH SOCIAL BUSINESS MODEL 

WITH STATE FARM‟S MODEL BOLDED 

 Description Advantages Drawbacks 
What No One 

Tells You 

Organic 

Social efforts bubble up 

from the edges of the 

company, much like Sun 

Micrososystems 

encourage a blogging 

culture for all employees. 

Looks 

authentic and 

therefore 

trusted as 

multiple 

conversations 

appear closer 

to products 

and 

customers. 

Inconsistent 

experience to 

customers, one 

side of the 

company has no 

idea what the 

other side is 

doing, and 

multiple 

enterprise 

software 

deployments. 

Later, a 

nightmare for 

IT data 

management 

and marketing. 

This model is 

typical in large 

companies 

where control 

is difficult to 

enforce and 

often in 

software based 

companies. 

Mostly, I see 

companies 

transitioning 

out of this 

model. 

Centralized 

One department (Usually 

corporate 

communications) 

controls all social efforts. 

See how Ford has 

deployed their efforts to 

engage in the tough 

discussions while staying 

on brand. 

Great for 

consistent 

customer 

experience, 

coordinated 

resources, 

and rapid 

response 

May appear 

very inauthentic 

as press 

releases are 

rehashed on 

blog posts or 

videos by stiff 

executives. 

Great for 

regulated 

industries or 

brands over 

scrutiny, yet 

make sure you 

bring forth the 

employee 

voices –not 

just faceless 

logos, notice 

how Ford‟s 

Scott Monty is 

front and 

center. 

Coordinated 

A cross-functional team 

sits in centralized 

position and helps 

various nodes such as 

The central 

group is 

aware of what 

each node is 

Costly. 

Executive 

support 

required, 

I see most 

companies 

headed this 

route, in order 
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business units, product 

teams, or geographies be 

successful through 

training, education, 

support. See how the Red 

Cross keeps various 

chapters organized, 

especially during life-

threatening crises. 

doing and 

provides a 

holistic 

experience to 

customers 

with 

centralized 

resources 

program 

management, 

and cross-

departmental 

buy in. 

to provide safe 

autonomy to 

business units. 

Tip: the hub 

should be an 

enabler –not 

social police. 

Multiple Hub 

& Spoke 

“Dandelion” 

 

Often seen in large 

multinational companies 

where „companies within 

companies‟ act nearly 

autonomously from each 

other under a common 

brand. Companies with 

multiple products like HP 

and IBM may naturally 

gravitate this direction. 

Business 

units are 

given 

individual 

freedom to 

deploy as 

they see fit, 

yet a common 

experience is 

shared 

amongst all 

units 

Requires 

constant 

communication 

from all teams 

to be 

coordinated 

which can 

result in 

excessive 

internal noise. 

Requires 

considerable 

cultural and 

executive buy 

in, as well as 

dedicated staff. 

Most suited for 

large multi-

national 

corporations 

with multiple 

product lines. 

Look closely, 

the lines 

connecting the 

multiple hubs 

may be 

severed. Tip: 

provide way 

for 

spokespersons 

to connect to 

each other, not 

just be 

funneled 

through a 

central group. 

Holistic 

“Honeycomb” 

Everyone is in customer 

service and support and 

any employee who wants 

to be social is enabled. 

Dell and Zappos fit the 

bill. 

Tapping into 

your entire 

workforce 

(Best Buy‟s 

Twelpforce is 

an example) 

to support 

and help 

customers 

Requires 

executives that 

are ready to let 

go to gain 

more, a mature 

cultural ethos, 

and executives 

that walk the 

talk. 

Very few 

companies will 

ever achieve 

this as it stems 

from internal 

culture, don‟t 

ever force this, 

be true to 

yourself. Tip: 

provide 

training classes 

on culture, 

social 

readiness, and 
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a hotline for 

help for any 

employee 

Source: (Owyang, 2010) 
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